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1 Introduction
The first portion of this essay explicates the technical palette and compositional syntax
that I have developed over the last several years, paying particular attention to the methods by
which I employ duration, pitch, gesture and timbre. Each technique is examined by way of
representative pieces from my catalog, which were written during the period between 2004 and
2008. These techniques have been influenced to a large degree by my interest in the fields of
Psychoacoustics, Perception and Philosophy of Mind and are particularly significant when
examined in the context of the convergence of pitch, time and timbre in creating and controlling
musical tension and expression.
I see compositional technique as a means to several ends, both intellectual and affective.
As such, the second portion of this essay addresses the points of intersection between the
generative structures, techniques and strategies employed in two recent pieces and certain
metaphoric and associative narratives that have influenced my work. The pieces under
consideration in the second portion of the essay, Parallaxes for chamber orchestra and my String
Quartet, constitute two examples in which the conjunction of metaphor and structure was of
particular significance in the compositional act and subsequent reception.
1.1 Time
Much of my recent work is interested in investigating the capacity of a musical
experience to influence the perception of time, exploring the means by which this perceived
temporality influences musical expectation and studying the points of intersection between these

expectations and models of musical tension and stability. For my purposes, I designate two
primary modes of temporal experience – directional time and non-directional time.
The temporal modes of directionality and non-directionality correspond in some respects
to what Jonathan Kramer refers to as linear and non-linear or vertical time (Kramer 1988). I have
decided to label these temporal modes in relation to the degree of their implied directionality to
avoid confusion about their technical properties. The degree of directionality of a temporal
structure in my music is a function of the exponentiality of a given durational series and the
extent to which the values in the series are presented in order. Thus, a mathematically linear
durational series would be classified as a weakly directional structure, and would exist
somewhere in the middle of the gamut spanning stasis on one end and extreme directionality on
the other.
In the context of a concrete piece, the qualities of directionality and non-directionality are
dependent upon numerous musical factors beyond purely durational concerns. These factors
include but are not limited to harmonic syntax, gesture and texture. The second half of this article
presents analyses of the interaction of these parameters in the context of full pieces. Prior to this,
however, it is necessary to define these temporal modes as they appear in my work.
Directionality refers to processive structures that imply causal relationships between
events. Taken in the context of duration alone, this is instantiated in durational sequences in
which the values of a given series increase or decrease in order. The operative velocity of such an
increase or decrease affects the degree of directionality of the series. Thus, the series 3, 5, 8, 13 is
less directional than 3, 6, 12, 24 and is more directional than the series 3, 4, 6, 9.
Non-directionality refers to non-processive structures that subvert the perception of
implicative causality in a sequence of events. In a purely durational context, this can take the
form of scrambled directional sequences, durational sequences of continuously equal values or
sequences of random durational values.
These modes exist along a continuum and have specific characteristics that determine
their ability to influence musical tension and stability in a given context. In many of my pieces,
directional time is used either in supplement to or as a proxy for harmonic tension. Nondirectional time is used as a foil to the goal-oriented quality of directional time, and serves as a
vehicle for the re-examination of the elements of a piece outside of the evolutionary processes
from which they arise, in what might be described as an exploration the multidimensionality of

musical material. These ideas will be examined in greater depth in Sections 2 and 1.3
respectively.
1.2 Pitch
Given the far-reaching exploration of parameters beyond pitch in the latter half of the 20th
century, the structuring of a work primarily on discrete pitch-based elements has become a
somewhat neglected practice. Though there is little adherence to the belief in total octave
equivalency today, somewhat more moderate proposals, such as the structuring of formal
sections of a piece through specific pitch relationships, have come in for a certain amount of
criticism from some composers of younger generations. The allure and efficacy of
conceptualizing a work on primarily timbral, textural, spatial or other terms notwithstanding,
there are several advantages to considering pitch from a compositional standpoint.
The human ear is extremely sensitive to subtle frequency gradations and variations.
Rossing describes measurements of pitch discrimination with pure tones at about 80 dB for
frequencies between 1 kHz and 4 kHz. The just noticeable difference is found to be
approximately 0.5% of the pure tone frequency, which corresponds roughly to 8 cents.1 The
propensity of human audition to differentiate between and identify discrete pitches allows for
extremely lucid structuring of a piece on principles of similarity and difference, which can
accommodate or contradict the sense of formal linearity in a given piece. I often employ this
attribute in tandem with durational and gestural structures to delineate formal sections and as a
means of controlling musical tension.
The pitch material of some of my recent pieces is drawn from a network of scales that
exist in both chromatic and quarter-tonal instances (Figure 1). This network, which first appears
in the 2003 work Between Light and Shade, exhibits numerous characteristics that can be
employed at various structural levels of a piece.
The chromatic scales (left-hand column) in figure 1 will serve to exemplify the relational
structures of the network. In any given scale, each scale degree intersects with one or more
isotopic degrees in the other scales. The first and second scales from the top are in a relationship
1
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frequency change, the musical training of the listener, and the method of measurement. In addition, the critical

of greatest similarity in that they share four out of six pitches at the same scale degrees. Scales 1
and 3 are of moderate similarity because, while they also share four pitches, two of these pitches
appear at differing degrees of the scale; D# and A are the third and fifth degrees of the first scale,
but comprise the second and sixth degrees of the third scale. The relationship between the first
and fifth scales is of the most dissimilar type in that these scales share only two pitches, which is
the minimum possible overlap between any two of the given scales. These relationships of
similarity and dissimilarity govern the interaction of any two scales beginning on the same pitch.
When transpositions of scales to other pitch levels are combined, the network grows in relational
complexity.

Figure 1
chromatic and quarter-tonal pitch networks

This is useful on the surface level of a piece because it allows for syntactical treatment of
varying grades of similarity and difference in the vertical and horizontal dimensions of pitch. In
effect, the nearness or distance of a scale in terms of pitch similarity allows for an analog to tonal
motion in the form of a modulatory progression from similar to dissimilar scales. In addition, the
network allows for the simultaneous presentation of linearized pitch structures in a quasiheterophonic context, which is sensuously appealing and presents the pitch material in extremely
salient relationships. This characteristic often appears in my work together with a temporal
analog, the different lines being set, for instance, in varied unidirectional (often exponential)
durational sequences, which creates a kaleidoscopic texture from a single melodic line. The
primary unifying feature of this pitch network is that each of the scales is bisected by the tritone.

On a global harmonic level, this attribute is reflected in my proclivity for tritone-based harmonic
motion between the formal sections of the pieces that utilize these scales.
One of the simplest and most lucid examples of the hierarchical treatment of this pitch
network can be seen in the excerpt from Early Lyrics, which is given in figure 2. The text of

Figure 2a
Early Lyrics, a fragment (mm. 9 – 13)

Figure 2b
Early Lyrics, a fragment (mm. 39 – 40)

Figure 2c
Early Lyrics, a fragment (mm. 48 – 54)

this excerpt, taken from Flower snake poems by So Chong Ju, is given below:

Nothing but the wind,
nothing but the night
and frost
and myself alone.2

After a brief introduction, the soprano presents the first melodic passage in measure 10
(Figure 2a). Though only two pitches are present at this point, C4 and Db4, in succeeding
measures the melodic material outlines the first tetrachord of scale 4 from figure 1
(C, C#, E, F#). With each line of text, the harmonic focus shifts to a new pitch, which is drawn
from the melody. As such, the second line is centered on C# (Figure 2b), the third on E (Figure
2c) and the fourth, which reaches the musical and poetic climax of the excerpt, is on F#, thus
outlining the tritone C – F# in measures 9 – 54 (Figure 2d). The harmonic unit of the tritone also
permeates the surface of the piece.
1.3 Gesture
An important aspect in much of my music is the structuring of pieces on the development
of what I refer to as gesture. While gesture is often characterized as a purely local phenomenon,
it allows in fact for multiple hierarchic levels of structure across the span of a piece. The
structural use of gestural hierachization will be explored more deeply in the analysis of
Parallaxes in section 2.1. In preparation of this, it is important to form as precise a definition as
possible of gesture as it appears in my work.
My conception of gesture can be characterized as lying somewhere between
Ferneyhough’s notion of figure and Kandinsky’s notion of form. Ferneyhough advocates the
veritable dissection of the unified gesture into its constituent parameters, thus allowing for
multidirectional processural treatment:
A gesture whose component defining features – timbre, pitch contour, dynamic level, and so on
– display a tendency towards escaping from that specific context in order to become
independently signifying radicals, free to recombine, to "solidify" into further gestural forms
may, for want of other nomenclature, be termed a figure. The deliberate enhancement of the
separatist potential of specific parametric aspects of the figure produces a unit at one and the
2
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same time material presence, semantic sign, and temporary focus of the lines of organizational
force until the moment of their often violent release.3

Though Ferneyhough’s focus on the individual musical parameters is appealing, the inclination
of multidirectional parametric development to create perceptually opaque relationships between
structure and musical surface is problematic. Ferneyhough addresses this criticism by adopting
the position that the semantic unavailability of such musical surfaces is superseded by a more
directly emotive experience.
In this fashion, the event experiences a return to itself as affective substance at the very
moment at which the illusion of stable identity is processurally transcended.4

Despite the potential viability of this position in a context of extreme complexity and textural
density, in other contexts the parametric abstraction of musical material can be presented in
developmental contexts that allow for simultaneously lucid significative and emotive reception.
In contrast to Ferneyhough, Kandinsky speaks in terms of the tension between inner
properties of gestures, in his case forms, and their outward appearances.
Externally, each individual graphic or pictorial form is an element. Inwardly, it is not this
form itself but, rather, the tension within it, which constitutes the element.5

Though Kandinsky’s voyage into parametricization ends at the border of these forms – point, line
and plane – his paradigm of the existential tension between generation and result, seen in another
context between noumenon and phenomenon, is appealing and suggests further study in the
sphere of musical inquiry.
At a generative level, my approach to gesture seeks to unite these conceptualizations. To
that end, I often begin with an abstracted gesture and create numerous parametrically unique
translations of it. Figure 3 presents a series of hypothetical parametrical abstractions of a given
gesture. Each of the abstractions of the gesture in figure 3 could be presented alone or in
3
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conjuction with the other gestures. As such, the fracturing or congealment of these gestures
allows for a dialectical treatment of the departure/return axis, which is useful in
abstract gesture

pitch

duration

dynamics

timbre

Figure 3
parametric realizations of an abstract gesture. The timbral elements consist of sul tasto (ST), ordinario, sul
ponticello (SP) ½ bridge noise/pont. and full bridge noise (no pitch).

tandem with the departure/return paradigm generated by the degrees of similarity or dissimilarity
of the pitch material. In addition, the temporal expansion and contraction of these gestures allows
them to influence the global hierarchic level of a piece. For instance, each station along the
gestural plane could form the basis for the timbral, dynamic, registral or durational profile of the
respective formal sections of a piece.
Like pitch and duration, gesture can imply or contradict the sense of directionality in a
given piece. The degree and type of directionality is a function of the extent to which an
implicative relationship between gestures is made explicit. In many of my pieces this attribute of
gesture is used in tandem with pitch and duration to create a dialectical syntax out of the levels of

implied directionality, multi-directionality and stasis of musical surfaces. A brief example
follows in figure 4, taken from the 2001/2006 piece A Distant Mirror for Clarinet and Piano. On
a metaphoric level, this piece is based on the imaginary dramatic gesture of a figure approaching
a mirror. Moving toward the mirror, the figure’s reflection gradually shifts from a shadowy
outline to a recognizable likeness. Upon reaching the mirror, the reflection becomes a monstrous
distortion. This narrative is depicted musically in the progression unpitched noise – pitch –
distorted pitch, and the shift in musical gesture from mere contour to specific musical content.
Figures 4a – 4d present excerpts from the first half of the piece (mm. 8 – 67). These
excerpts reflect the general tendency towards linear development of gestural material on the
surface level of the music. The piece begins in a slow tempo (8th = 46) with unpitched noises in
the instruments and is permeated by silences of varying lengths. Gradually, the tempo
accelerates and the instruments begin to produce sounds of greater pitch clarity (Figure 4b),
while the texture moves towards saturation (Figure 4c).

Figure 4a
A Distant Mirror (mm. 8 – 9)

Figure 4b
A Distant Mirror (mm 56 – 57)

Figure 4c
A Distant Mirror (mm 64 – 65)

Figure 4d
A Distant Mirror (mm 66 – 67)

When the piece reaches the tipping point of distortion and intensity, time is suspended.
Here the metaphoric narrative takes place within the mirror as remembrances of earlier gestures
come to the surface. But these recollections from early on in the piece are distorted through the
lens of the gestural material that separates them from their moments of origin. In practical terms
this can be understood through a comparative examination of the placement of gestures relative
to one another in figures 4a – 4d and in figure 4e. The excerpt spanning measures 101 – 108
(Figure 4e), which is particularly emblematic of the second half of the piece, serves in effect to
dissolve the implied causality of the progression of gestural development that characterizes the
first half of the piece. Thus, the rhythmic figure in measure 101, which itself is a reprise of
material from measure 66, gives way immediately to the less distinct rhythmic profile of the
tapered acceleration/deceleration figure which pervades the opening of the piece (mm. 3 – 46).

The toneless glissando in the clarinet
in measure 105 immediately becomes
distorted and is followed by a strident
multiphonic, thus compressing the
gestural developments of measures 2 –
89. In addition, the gestural material in
the piano is presented in an order that
is in variance to that of the gradual
gestural evolution presented in the first
half

of

the

piece.

The

non-

directionality of the gestural material
in this section corresponds to the lack
of

directionality

in

the

temporal

domain and represents a significant
intersection between time and gesture.
Metaphorically

speaking,

the

knowledge of the past is transformed
Figure 4e

by the knowledge of the present, and is a reflection on what I consider to be the paradox of
memory. There is an odd, illusory sense in which an experience recalled in memory is relived, as
though one could re-experience the past directly without the filter of intervening knowledge and
experience. At the same time, mediating experience alters and transforms past experience,
glossing it with its own contextualization, such that past subjectivity is rendered as unavailable as
the noumenal thing-in-itself.
2 Metaphor | Analysis
The second section of this essay is devoted to a morphological study of two of my most
recent pieces. In particular, it is an attempt to explicate the manner in which generative structure
intersects with certain poetic and metaphoric narratives that I consider to bear significance

alternatively as pre-compositional stimuli and as entrances to a wider range of receptive
possibilities.
These metaphors are drawn from a large variety of sources including but not limited to
literature, visual arts, natural sciences and psychology, and typically constitute isomorphisms of
fundamental structural elements in a given piece. I consider it to be aesthetically advantageous
that a piece of music exist in a web of explicit interrelationships. Nonetheless, the explicitness
and availability of these metaphors is meant to be neither imperious nor exhaustive. Rather, they
are intended to be placed into a crucible with the auditory reality of the piece and the listener’s
individual experiential framework to synthesize an event of multidimensional associative
signification.
2.1 Parallaxes
forces cannot be conveyed but only awoken
— Ludwig Büchner, Kraft und Stoff

The primary metaphor of this piece for chamber orchestra is the concept of awakening
force in its physical, psychological and musical manifestations. In morphological terms, I often
think about a piece of music in relation to the energies that are built up and spent throughout its
course. This concept of energy or force pertains both to the physical energy of the sound that is
amassed and to the expectations implied by certain musical elements such as timbral and
harmonic tension, texture and gesture. From a compositional perspective, this is borne out in my
proclivity towards the hierarchization of tension/climax on the global level, and on a more local
level, by the consideration and implementation of the complimentary or countervalent musical
energies needed to sustain or dissolve the energy of a stated musical structure.
In a specific example, taken from the piece Parallaxes, the global energic trajectory is
that of continuous acceleration, textural saturation and increasing tension and directionality in the
first movement, and gradual, though not unidirectional, dissolution of these structures in the
second movement. In leading towards an analysis of the propensity of these structures to work in
tandem, it will be useful to examine each structure separately in order of the compositional
chronology of the piece.

While working on the sketches for this piece, I became interested in the way in which the
shapes of constellations, as viewed from a given terrestrial position, gradually become distorted
over millennia. This phenomenon was particularly striking because the core identity of the
constellation essentially remains intact while undergoing a very palpable distortive process, and I
became interested in examining the degree to which this process could bear musical form,
specifically in relation to harmonic and durational transformation.
During this exploration, it became clear that a too literal adherence to this process would
introduce a number of arbitrary elements, such as the precession of the earth’s axis, and it
became clear that a simpler more elegant model would better suit the needs of the piece. To this
end, the phenomenon of parallax, the shift in appearance of an object or constellation of objects
due to a change in observer position, was chosen to inform the process of harmonic
transformation.
In relation to musical material, the phenomenon of parallax is reflected in two of the
piece’s generative processes. The first process under consideration begins with a chord spaced
out in time (Figure 5).

As can been seen in the graph, this sonority is in approximate

correspondence to a harmonic spectrum, with an increase in the number of outlying pitches as a
function of pitch height6. The imperfect harmonicity of this sonority was appealing because it
allowed for a sense of harmonic directionality, in the form of a progression of increasing
harmonicity, while circumventing the danger of an overly didactic harmonic syntax.
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Figure 5 graph of central sonority [CHORD VI] in Parallaxes

Taking the point on the graph in correspondence to F#4 as a rotational axis, the entire
harmonic graph was then spatially rotated 90º, with so-called snapshots taken at 15-degree
intervals (Figure 6). Besides creating a series of interesting harmonic and temporal distortions of
the initial chord, this process causes pitch and duration to become reversed – the two pitches with
simultaneous onsets at 0o become two iterations of the same pitch with variegated onsets at 90o,
and the other pitches and durations are altered in similar fashion.

0o

60o

15o

30o

45o

75o

90o
Figure 6

rotation of central sonority [CHORD VI] in Parallaxes

The outputs of this process reach the level of musical surface in the second movement of
the piece in the section spanning measures 176-196 (Figure 7). Measures 176-177 present the

central sonority of the piece (CHORD VI); the chords generated by the 15o, 30o, 45o, 60o, 75o and
90o rotations are presented in measures 178, 180, 182, 183, 185 and 187 respectively.
The rotational axis F# is presented through a series of “cross-fades” between various
instruments of the ensemble. The succession of instruments is based on timbral similarity:
trumpet (with harmon mute), violin, soprano saxophone, alto saxophone, trumpet, violin,
clarinet, horn.

Figure 7
realization of rotational process [mm. 171 – 196]

Figure 7 (cont’d)
realization of rotational process [mm. 171 – 196]

Despite my conceptual interest in this rotational process, its relative perceptual opacity
seemed to preclude its use as the basis for an entire piece. As such, I found it necessary to set this
process in dialectical opposition to a process of relative perceptual lucidity, thus allowing the
perceptual unavailability of the former to be used in a salient context – a progression of
increasing harmonicity giving way to a process of distortion.
To this end, I began by rearranging the pitch class collection of CHORD VI (Figure 8).

Figure 8
pitch classes from CHORD VI spaced within one octave

Sections of the collection were arranged in order of decreasing pitch density and increasing
harmonicity (Figure 9).
The choice of the lowest pitch in each chord was made by analyzing the aggregate to
determine which harmonic spectra could be more or less strongly implied based on the overlap of
the lower order pitch classes of a given spectrum with the pitch classes present in CHORD VI.
The microtonal pitch classes were considered as possible proxies for the pitch classes lying one
quarter tone above or below. Thus, in the analysis of implied spectra, D quarter-sharp could serve
to replace D, G quarter-flat might replace G or vice versa.
In the case of CHORD I, the pitch classes E, and G (quarter-flat) are present in figure 8
but there is no instance of B flat or a quarter-tonal proxy for that pitch class. Thus, a sonority
built above C would be of a lower magnitude of harmonicity than a chord built above D
(CHORD V), in which pitch classes corresponding to the those of the first through seventh
partials above a given fundamental D are present. In two cases (CHORDS II and III) the chordal
basses are derived by an analogous application of the phenomenon of the virtual fundamental.
Though neither B nor F are present as pitch classes in CHORD VI, the pitch classes of their
lower order spectral components are. The degree of harmonicity of each chordal bass influenced
their disposition in the piece. In the case of a tie, the basses were arranged in increasing intervals
of downward separation. This aspect of the chordal spacing is intended to create a sense of
balance with the gradual decrease in sectional durations across the movement.

The spacing of the chords was also used to accentuate the increase in harmonicity. As can
be seen in Figure 9, CHORD I is a near cluster above C4. The chord contains only one pitch
class corresponding to a lower order harmonic partial above a given fundamental pitch class C.
Furthermore, the space between possible partials (C and E) is filled in with cluster material, thus
obscuring the sonority’s potential harmonicity. In CHORD II there are two pitch classes from the
harmonic collection above B – namely F# and D#. These pitches are neighbored on opposite
sides by gapped cluster material. This represents a slight, if not
CHORD:

I

II

III

IV

V

VI
(central sonority)

Figure 9

(+ A0)

chords in Parallaxes [mvmt I] arranged in order of
increasing harmonicity and decreasing pitch density

wholely salient, increase in harmonicity and a decrease in pitch density. The process continues in
CHORD III; there is considerably more separation between the fundamental and the other
members of the chord (9.5 semitones).
In chords I - III, the pitch classes in correspondence to those in the spectra above the
proposed fundamentals do not correspond to the actual registral disposition of the partials above
the given pitches. For instance, while the pitch classes C and E in CHORD I both belong to the
spectrum above C, there are no pitches in the sonority that correspond to pitches in the spectrum
above C4. In CHORD IV, some of the chordal components above the given bass A-flat do
correspond to those in the spectrum above the fundamental A-flat2 (E-flat4, C5). In addition,
both the fundamental and highest partial are spatially separated, the former by 11 semitones and
the latter by 6.5 semitones. This process reaches its apex in CHORD VI, where the lower-order
chord members correspond to their correct position in the harmonic collection above A and are
not bordered by any cluster material.

It is here that the metaphor of awakening force returns in the form of a visual analog to
this process of increasing harmonicity. The primary image in my mind while formulating this
process was that of Michelangelo’s Awakening Slave (Figure 10). The implied narrative of this
sculpture, that of the figure striving from the utterly Dionysian non-differentiation of the stone is
particularly evocative and forms a parallel to the gradual emergence of harmonicity from the
non-differentiation of the cluster material.
On the Macrostructural level of the piece, these processes form a narrative of increasing
individuation from non-differentiation, toward gradual distortion and eventual disintegration of
the musical material (Figure 11).

Figure 10

(MVMT I)

(MVMT II)

Procedural Metaphor:

Chaos è è è Order è è è Distortion è è è Disintegration

Generative structure:

(increasing harmonicity)

(spatial rotation)

perceptually lucid è è è è perceptually opaque
Figure 11
Macrostructural narratives in Parallaxes

To return again to the metaphor of awakening force, the metaphoric passage from chaos
to order in figure 11 corresponds also to a progression from weakly to strongly directional
musical material in the domains of harmony, duration and gesture in the first movement of the
piece. The gradual alignment and fusion of these elements forms a phenomenal analog to this
metaphoric narrative.
The harmonic component of the procedural tendency towards directionality in the piece
has already been detailed in figure 9, but it is of interest to examine the interaction of temporal
and harmonic directionality over the course of the first movement. The temporal trajectory of the
first movement is defined by continuous acceleration on several levels of a durational hierarchy.
On the most global level of the hierarchy, the movement divides into four primary sections – an
introductory presentation of the aggregate from figure 6 [mm. 1 – 56] and three iterations of the
harmonic progression from figure 9 [mm 57 – 117, 118 – 135 (first half), 135 (second half) –
145].
Section I divides roughly into two segments, the first of which comprises three
subsections. The sectional divisions are based on the entrances of a repeated-note gesture,
hereafter the echo figuration. This gesture is first presented in string harmonics [mm. 11 – 30],
then in woodwinds and brass [mm. 31 – 41] and ultimately in the percussion and wind parts. In
tandem with this orchestrational rise in tension as a function of timbre and amplitude, there is a
rise in temporal directionality throughout this section. As can be seen in figure 12, the relative
durations of these sections and subsections constitute a hierarchy of imbedded accelerations.
Section I [mm. 1- 56], divides into two segments (mm. 1 – 41, 42 – 57) [approx. 2.85 min.]
Segment I comprises three subsections (mm. 1- 10, 11 - 30, 31- 41)
Segment I ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––-| Segment II –––––-|
subsection I [1-10]

subsection II [mm. 11-30]

subsection III

[mm. 42 – 57]

[mm. 31-41]

|acceleration level I ( | )

|

|acceleration level II

|
|

Figure 12
temporal relationships in mm. 1 - 57

|

Section II comprises the first iteration of the chord progression from figure 9. The
perceived directionality of this chord progression, inherent in its tendency towards increasing
harmonicity, is further supported by the directionality of the temporal disposition of the chords.
The presentation of CHORD VI in measure 103 represents the first major point of arrival in the
piece’s formal structure, due to the confluence of harmonic and temporal directionality – the first
presentation of periodic harmonicity and the peak of the structural acceleration of the formal
section. In similar fashion, sections II and III present the chord progression in continuously
decreasing time intervals (Figure 13).
Figure 14 demonstrates the global temporal trajectory of the movement. There are two
levels of temporal hierarchization here. The first is delineated by the decreasing duration of the
formal sections. The second acceleration is marked by the two arrival points in the movement
(mm. 103 and 145). Measure 135, which contains the final chord in the second iteration of the
harmonic progression, is not treated as an arrival point because CHORD VI is not in its proper
vertical alignment and the percussive timbres, crotales and tubular bells, eliminate any sense of
harmonicity (Figure 15).
The directionality in the domains of time and harmony is also supported by processes of
gestural transformation. In the first movement, there are two primary gestural motives
Section II [mm. 57 – 117] (Harmonic Progression I) [approx. 1.98 min.]
CHORD I [mm. 57 – 68] 44 8ths @ Qter = 48
[.45833 min. distance]

CHORD II [mm. 69 – 81] 52 8ths @ Qter = 72
[.3611 min. distance]

CHORD III [mm. 82 – 90] 36 8ths @ Qter = 60
[.3 min. distance]

CHORD IV [mm. 91 – 96] 17 8ths @ Qter = 84 + 6 8ths @ Qter = 72
[.142857 min. distance]

CHORD V [mm. 97 – 102] 12 8ths @ Qter = 72 + 11.5 8ths @ Qter = 96
[.142 min. distance]

CHORD VI (central sonority) [mm. 103 -117] (arrival I)

Section III (118 – 135) (Harmonic Progression I) 72 8ths @ 96 [approx. .42 min]
CHORD I 15 8ths @ Qter = 96
CHORD II 11 8ths @ Qter = 96
CHORD III 15 8ths @ Qter = 96
CHORD IV 11 8ths @ Qter = 96
CHORD V 11 8ths @ Qter = 96
CHORD VI 6 8ths @ Qter = 96
Section IV (135 – 145) (Harmonic Progression I) (35 8ths) @ 96 [approx. .225 min]
CHORD I 12 8ths @ Qter = 96
CHORD II 5 8ths @ Qter = 96
CHORD III 3 8ths @ Qter = 96
CHORD IV 2 8ths @ Qter = 96
CHORD V 2 8ths @ Qter = 96 (+ fermata)
CHORD V 1 8th @ Qter = 96 (+ fermata)
Figure 13
temporal relationships of Sections II, III and IV

arrival I
Section:

I
[mm. 1

|acceleration level III

II
–

57]

|

[mm. 57 – 117]

|

III

IV

[mm. 118 – 135]

[ 135-145]

|

|acceleration level IV

arrival II

|
Figure 14
global temporal relationships in Parallaxes mvmt I

|

|

|
|

that are developed at several structural levels. The first, which I will refer to as the windmill
figuration, is first presented in the strings in measures 2 – 27 (Figure 16). Here, the gesture is set
in medium-fast subponticello arpeggios. These gradually evaporate into the larger orchestral
timbre and are supplanted by the echo figuration, which begins in measure 11.

Figure 15
vertical alignment of CHORD VI in m. 103; from top to bottom:
crotales (sounding 15ma), tubular bells, piano. All staves are in treble clef.

Figure 16
windmill figuration in mm. 5 – 6

From measure 42 to 103, the windmill figuration takes the form of an expanding and accelerating
alternation between the high and low registers of the ensemble. This is most audibly
characterized by the descent and ensuing rise of the first iteration of the chord progression from
figure 9. This presentation begins on E6 and gradually extends down to A0. At the midpoint of
this downward expansion, the upper chord members begin an upward expansion that returns to

D#6 in CHORD VI (m. 103). The sense of arrival generated by the conflux of the temporal and
harmonic trajectories in measure 103 is prolonged by the return of the windmill figuration as
rapid arpeggios in the strings in measure 105, this time transformed timbrally by their modo
ordinario setting and harmonically by the brief presentation of the pitches from CHORD VI.
Similarly, the transformation of the echo figuration creates a sense of departure and
arrival. The timbral development of this figuration in measures 11 – 41 has already been
discussed, but the gesture’s relationship to the temporal trajectory of the movement is of interest.
Between measures 42 and 79 there is a gradual mutation of the gesture from a repeated-note
figuration to scalar material. The increasing density and speed of this gesture is used to effect a
series of tempo modulations throughout the passage spanning measures 54 – 100. Both the
gestural and tempo modulations of this section contribute to the sense of return at measure 103.
By this point, the tempo has accelerated to twice the initial tempo [Qter = 48, (m. 1) → Qter = 96,
(m. 100)] and the sense of arrival inherent in the temporal and harmonic trajectories is prolonged
into the following section by the return of the echo figuration in its original repeated-note form
(mm. 118).
In the second movement of the piece, the energies accumulated throughout the first
movement are dissolved. Here, the temporal and harmonic trajectories of the first movement are
reversed and take the form of a gradual deceleration across the course of the movement and an
ultimate passage from harmonicity to inharmonicity.
In relation to the temporal directionality of the second movement, there is a greater degree
of tension between the various hierarchical levels. While the levels of the durational hierarchy of
movement I are in absolute trajectorial agreement, the first half of movement II presents differing
modes of directionality on two levels of the hierarchy. The movement separates into two primary
sections, which I will refer to as Section V (mm. 146 – 175) and Section VI (mm. 176 – 206). In
the global scheme of the piece, these two sections constitute a deceleration in terms of total
duration, Section V lasting 2:16 and Section VI 3:03. The conflict arises in the first of these two
sections, which forms a structural acceleration with an associated rise in tension. Thus the global
deceleration of the movement is at odds with the local acceleration of Section V (Figure 17).
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global temporal relationships in Parallaxes mvmts. I and II

Measure 176, which serves as the boundary between these Sections V and VI, represents
the third arrival point in that it presents CHORD VI from figure 9 in its original vertical
alignment. Measure 176 is also significant because it is at this point that the underlying structure
of the movement, the process of rotation from figure 7, is made explicit. The pitch and durational
materials from mm 146 – 175 are drawn freely from chords 1 – 3 of the rotation. Measure 145 in
effect continues the resonance of CHORD VI in the final measure of movement I by presenting
fractured elements of the chord in a progression of increasing melodicity. The rise in tension in
the passage spanning 163 – 175 allows for a congealment of the various chord members into
their constituent harmonies in measure 176.
2.2 String Quartet
This piece is a reflection on the ecstatic poetry of the 13th-century Persian mystic and poet
Jalal al-Din Rumi. The piece explores the larger themes of this poetry through temporal, motivic
and timbral means while navigating the thresholds between language, music and sound. The
texts, taken from sections of the Rubaiyat, are given below.
Total reversal: this world becomes ghostly… pale with terror and awe I stagger…fleeing my
shadow... (mvmts

II/III)

…you are the sea of fire, we your foam…(mvmt

IV)

….no heaven or earth, just this mysterious place where being here or there, in time or not, are just
two motions of the same ecstatic breath…(mvmt

V)7

These texts work at various levels of the piece and determine several aspects of it. At
times they recede to the background and take the form of metaphoric representation, at other
times they penetrate the surface and influence the timbral and rhythmic material of the piece.
The central metaphor at work throughout this piece is that of a passage between the
transitory states of consciousness that are common to the works of Sufi writers such as Rumi and
writers of other mystic traditions. These states exist along a continuum that can be shown as
follows:
Trance –> Waking Mind –> Ecstasy ( –> Trance –> etc.)
Rouget draws a binary distinction between ecstasy and trance by defining their various
characteristics (Figure 18).8 These characteristics have direct musical correlates that affect the
structuring of the piece’s formal properties. In addition to the obvious sonic characteristics
outlined here, the piece is concerned with the exploration of the
passage between these states through temporal means, in
particular, through the use of directional, weakly or multiply
directional and static durational structures.
Within the piece, the concept of ecstasy corresponds to
extreme directionality, growing musical tension and linear
application of increasingly logarithmic summation sequences in
the durational proportions. Waking mind serves as a transition
between states and is characterized by weakly linear passages
where the durational proportions are generated by globally directional

Ecstasy
movement
noise
in company
crisis
sensory overstimulation
Trance
immobility
silence
solitude
no crisis
sensory aon
Figure 18

numeric sequences that have some diversions. These sequences are derived by subtracting the
items of the summation sequences. Trance is characterized by a sense of stasis with noncausal/non-linear relationships between musical gestures and the proportions are drawn from the
sequences of a magic square based on one of the summation sequences. Since all the rows and
7
8

Jalal al-Din Rumi. Speaking Flame. Trans. Andrew Harvey, (Ithaca, N.Y., USA : Meeramma, 1989) 1, 32, 54.

Rouget mentions that the terms are defined oppositely in French and English. I have opted for the French
definitions of these terms.

columns of the square have a constant sum and no ascending or descending linearity, all sense of
temporal directionality is lost. Figure 19 demonstrates the correlative relational structures that
guide the durational characteristics of the piece. These durational sequences were useful in that
they produced the desired temporal effects (i.e. directionality, stasis). Nonetheless, I allowed
myself a good deal of freedom in the adoption of particular sequences to organize the temporal
material of particular musical surfaces in the piece.
Movement I is characterized by a series of accelerations giving way to decelerations and
by an ultimate passage from directional to non-directional time. As in Parallaxes, these
accelerations and decelerations exist in a hierarchy. The largest spans of time throughout this
section take the form of a general tendency towards acceleration across measures 1 – 29,
followed by a tendency towards deceleration spanning measures 30 – 68. In both of these time
spans, the lower levels of the temporal hierarchy are in conflict with the global level. Thus,
measures 10 – 17 exhibit a countervalent trend towards deceleration in the first
linear
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time span, while measures 34 – 38 and 45 – 52 exhibit a trend towards acceleration in the
second time span.
The passage from directional to non-directional time can be seen clearly in measures
60 – 73. The segment begins with a local deceleration in measures 60 – 62, followed in
measures 63 – 66 by a passage of durationally equal onsets between the parts, representing a

flattening of temporal directionality. In measures 68 – 73, a long melody is presented that
exhibits neither durational equality on a note-to-note basis nor any clear directionality.
Upon presentation of the complete melody in measures 68 – 79, the directional
attributes begin to return to the temporal scheme. Here, this directionality takes the form of a
series of imbricated accelerations spanning measures 90 – 141 and a gradual motion towards
harmonic, motivic, timbral and gestural saturation. The progression towards saturation on a
harmonic level begins already in the first measure of the piece. The acceleration across
measures 1 – 30 represents the first stage of harmonic condensation. The moments of pitch
centrality in movement I outline
the members of the fourth scale
from figure 1, transposed down
one semitone. At the apex of the
acceleration

across

the

first

movement, the harmonic centrality
ultimately arrives on B. This pitch
class is then prolonged from
measures 30 – 68. In measure 68
the melody initially appears and
presents the tones of scale 4 in
more

rapid

succession,

thus

representing the second stage of
harmonic

saturation.

Gradually

this melody breaks out of unison
and its motives are presented both
as vertical harmonies and as rapid
gestural

passages.

progression

towards

Thus,

the

harmonic

saturation takes the form of a
passage between the domains of
harmony, melody and gesture. On
conceptual and timbral levels, the

gradual saturation in this
Figure 20a

section finally gives way to white noise, which acts as a means of transition into the vocal
timbres that emerge in movement III. Figure 20 demonstrates the process of saturation across
this section. On a more local textual and musical level these excerpts also represent a
metaphoric reflection of the text “fleeing my shadow”.

Figure 20b

In relation to the temporal modes of the remaining movements, there is a general
alternation between directionality and non-directionality. Movement III exhibits aspects of
non-directionality on both temporal and gestural levels. While movements I and II present
linear developments between gestures, there is a greater degree of juxtaposition of disparate
gestures in movement III. In addition, the musical surface is frequently interrupted by silences
of varying length, typically drawn from the weakly directional durational sequence from
figure 18. In contrast to this, movement IV exhibits a tendency towards directionality in the
form of a series of concatenated accelerations. Movement V finally reaches temporal stasis;
all durations in this movement are drawn from the numeric relationships in the rows and
columns of the collection marked static in figure 19.

Figure 20c

Figure 20d

The piece approaches the text not only in terms of a metaphoric treatment of its
semantic content but also by adapting its sonic identity in the material of movements I, III, IV
and V. In the opening of the piece, the vocal timbres that are presented are meant to be heard
merely as extensions of the instrumental timbres. Thus, there is a predominance of vocal
sibilants, [ʃ] and [ʒ] in particular, in concert with bridge noise and ponticello timbres.
Movement III is structured around instrumental recreations of the sibilant, vowel and
plosive components of the word shadow, which forms the close of the first textual excerpt.

These instrumental timbres are combined with their corresponding vocal sounds in
permutations of the series [ʃ] [ô] [d] [ō]. Movement IV adopts the prosody of the second
poetic line in the structuring of its rhythmic material.
Thus, ˘

¯

¯

˘ ¯ ˘ ˘

¯

˘

becomes:

( you are the sea of fire, we your foam)

[unstressed syllables given values 3 2 1 2 3 | 16ths]
Figure 21a

[unstressed syllables given values 2 2 1 2 2 | 16ths]
Figure 21b

[unstressed syllables given values 2 1 1 1 2 | 16ths]
Figure 21c

[unstressed syllables given values 1 1 1 1 1 | 16ths]
Figure 21d

Ultimately in movement V, full words excerpted from the text are presented, albeit
amidst bridge noise and phonemic sounds. This has the effect of minimizing the semantic
availability of the text while evoking shades of meaning through the chance emergence of
single words.
3 Final Thoughts
The capacity of music to palpably express extramusical concepts has always been a
point of compositional and philosophical contention. Within this discursive tradition, the

extent to which musical structure and poetic metaphor may be reciprocally informative in the
conceptualization and reception of musical meaning is among the most intriguing problems.
Etymologically, the Greek word metaphor means “to transfer,” and one might
translate it as “a carrying among, with or after.” Within my compositional practice, this
notion of metaphoric structure becomes more complicated than the usual literary likening of
one thing to another. A particular sense of transfer, of “carrying among” has been at the heart
of my pursuit of a musical language in which formal devices and their expressive results, that
is, technique and emotion, are so perfectly unified that it finally becomes possible to say that
structure, in music, is expression. In short, the structuring of time through what might be
described as logical or syntactical structures, is always an expressive experience, as adjacent
musical events and those more widely separated in time call memory, experience and
expectation into play. In performance, this manifests itself in my proclivity to make the
performer “find the piece within the notation,” even to the extent of deliberately withholding
one usual element of the music (be it pitch, be it rhythm) in order to free the imagination of
both performer and listener and achieve that expressive result by means of a “carrying
among.”
The extent to which compositional technique may serve as a conduit into a multilayered significative complex has been of considerable interest to me for a number of years. It
is my hope that the preceding pages have presented an illuminating glimpse into my
compositional practice and have offered insight into the means by which musical material,
structure, expression and external metaphoric stimuli may become unified in aesthetic
expression.
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